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We have measured the room temperature, widths, pressure shifts, and line asymmetry coefficients
for many transitions of the first overtone band of CO and CO perturbed by N2. The broadening
coefficients were obtained with an accuracy of about 1%. The pure CO profiles have been fitted by
a Voigt profile while the CO–N2 spectral profiles have been fitted with a Lorentz and an empirical
line shape model (HCv) that blends together a hard collision model and a speed-dependent Lorentz
profile. In addition to the Voigt, Lorentz, and HCv models, we have added a dispersion profile to
account for weak line mixing. The line broadening and shift coefficients are compared to
semiclassical calculations employing a variety of intermolecular interactions. The line asymmetry
results are compared to line mixing calculations based on the energy corrected sudden~ECS! model.
The results indicate that effects other than line mixing also contribute to the measured line
asymmetry. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01425-2#

INTRODUCTION

In this work we present room temperature, experimental
measurements of the broadening, shifting, and line asymme-
tries in CO and CO–N2 mixtures for the first overtone band.
These spectroscopic parameters are needed for the MOPITT
satellite project. The purpose of MOPITT is to measure the
concentrations of CO and CH4 in the troposphere. Specifi-
cally for CO, the objective is to obtain profiles with a reso-
lution of 22 km horizontally, 3 km vertically, with an accu-
racy of 10%. The results of the MOPITT project will be
global maps of carbon monoxide and column methane dis-
tribution in the troposphere and will lead, through three-
dimensional~3D!-modeling, to an increased knowledge of
tropospheric chemistry.

In the last 40 years, there have been few laboratory mea-
surements of the broadening1–6 and shifting3,6 of the first
overtone,P andR branch lines of pure CO or perturbed by
N2. Plyler and Thibault7 have summarized the very early
measurements of self-broadening. There have been no previ-
ous measurements of line asymmetries for the 2←0 band.
This paper reports on the first in a series of high resolution
studies planned to extend the range and precision of mea-
surements of the widths and shifts and to measure the weak
asymmetry coefficients. One of the results will be to show

that the asymmetries are not entirely due to line mixing.
Models for atmospheric absorption require line param-

eters over a wide range of pressures and temperatures. To
interpolate between experimental values and to extrapolate
beyond them, it is essential to support any empirical law by
theoretical calculations that establish an understanding of the
underlying physics that controls the important line param-
eters. For this reason we have performed theoretical calcula-
tions of the width and shift coefficients using the Robert and
Bonamy~RB! formalism8 and several interaction potentials.
Line mixing coefficients were calculated using the energy
corrected sudden~ECS! approximation.9,10

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The spectra analyzed in this work were recorded using a
Bomem DA8.003 Fourier transform spectrometer. The CO
spectra were recorded at 0.01 cm21 resolution using a 1.5
mm aperture. We have used two different cells. The CO–N2

spectra were recorded using a cell of length 25.06 cm while
the pure CO spectra were recorded using a 2.5 cm cell. Both
cells were equipped with CaF2 windows. In order to enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio, the InSb detector was provided with
a cold, narrow-band filter. The CO–N2 measurements were
made at 303 K at pressures ranging from one to six atmo-
spheres. The pure CO spectra were recorded at room tem-
perature~296 K! over a range of pressures from 30 to 80 torr.
For the CO–N2 measurements a mixture of 5% CO in N2

was used. The temperature was monitored and stabilized us-
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ing an Omega temperature controller. The wave number
scale was calibrated using the residual water lines11 produced
by absorption within the evacuated spectrometer. The mean
uncertainty in frequency for unblended lines is estimated to
be 60.0005 cm21. Signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 2000
were achieved for a 1 sec integration time.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows a plot of the transmission
spectrum for the first overtone band of CO–N2 at three dif-
ferent pressures. At one atmosphere theP andR branch lines
are well resolved and there is negligible overlap of adjacent
lines. At 3 atm the valley between the lines is just beginning
to ‘‘fill in.’’ Prior to an analysis of the profiles, we labeled
this the regime of weak line mixing. In hindsight it is the
regime of weak asymmetry. At 3 atm, ‘‘line mixing’’ is more
severe but there is little or no evidence of the overall collapse
of the band that occurs at very high pressures.10 For CO at
the highest pressure~80 torr!, the spectrum looks very simi-
lar to the 1 atm spectrum presented in this figure for CO–N2,
i.e., there is no overlap between adjacent lines.

We have fitted the experimental absorption coefficients
using several line shape models and two computer codes.
The CO–CO measurements were made at low pressures,
where the Voigt profile convolved with the instrumental line
shape function is the appropriate line shape for isolated lines.
To this profile we have added the corresponding dispersive
term with the original intention of accounting for line mix-
ing. Below we will see that the line asymmetry,Y, as defined
by the amplitude of the dispersive relevant to the amplitude

of the symmetric~Lorentzian! component of the profile, can-
not be ascribed solely to line mixing. For this reason, when
discussing the experimental results we will simply refer to
asymmetry coefficients. The code12 for the Voigt profile fits
spectra in a 10 cm21 band at all pressures simultaneously. In
essence this forces the width, shifting, and asymmetry to
scale linearly with density. In addition to successfully fitting
the spectral profiles, the code also models correctly the zero-
level, phase error, and parameters associated with the level
and shape of the instrumental continuum. The output from
the fitting routine are values of the broadening, shift, and
asymmetry coefficients. The gas behaves as an almost ideal
gas at these low pressures and it is therefore meaningful to
follow a practice common in atmospheric work and quote all
coefficients in atm21.

The spectra used to determine the N2-spectral param-
eters were all recorded at pressures above one atmosphere.
At such pressures the Voigt profile is inappropriate from a
physical point of view. For this reason we have chosen to fit
our N2-broadened spectra using a Lorentzian profile with an
associated dispersion profile to account for line mixing ef-
fects. This program does not incorporate the instrumental
line shape. At the pressures used in our study the half-width
of the pressure broadened spectral lines was at least ten times
larger than the half-width of the instrumental line shape.

A second profile, the speed-dependent hard collision in-
troduced by Henryet al.13 ~called H* in Ref. 13 and labeled
HCv here!, was also used to analyze the CO–N2 data. This
profile provides a realistic scaling with density all the way
from the low-density Voigt limit to the high-density Dicke
narrowing regime.14 HCv is distinct from the speed-
dependent hard collision model of Rautian and Sobelman.15

The underlying profile in HCv is the speed-dependent
Lorentzian, Lv , given by, Lv(v)5* f (v)dv/@Dv2

1G(v)2#, wheref (v) is the normalized Boltzmann distribu-
tion for the speed,v, of the active molecule,Dv is the fre-
quency measured from line center, andG(v) is a speed-
dependent width. To incorporate the effects of speed-
dependent broadening, the Doppler effect and Dicke
narrowing,16 Henry et al.13 convolvedLv(v) with the hard
collision model for the translational motion@called Th(v)
here andI (v) in Eq. ~3.4! of Rautian and Sobelman15#. Thus
HCv can be written as HCv(v)5Th(v)* Lv(v), where *
indicates a convolution. For completeness we note, if the
width is speed independent, thatLv(v) reduces to the well-
known Lorentzian profile,L(v)51/@Dv21G2#. Further-
more, if G(v) is the Gaussian profile associated with Dop-
pler broadening, then the Voigt profile,V(v), may be
written asV(v)5G(v)* L(v).

The expression forG(v) used in the speed-dependent
profile, HCv , is the one of Wardet al.17 This model is char-
acterized by a spectroscopic interaction varying as 1/r to the
power N ~where r is the separation between the center of
mass of the active molecule and the perturber! and by a
Boltzmann averaged width,Gm5* f (v)G(v)dv. Typically,
Gm andN are fitted parameters. In our caseN was set equal
to 6.14 For both line profiles~HCv andL! the spectra were fit
in sections about 10 cm21 wide at each pressure. The broad-
ening ~g!, shifting ~d!, and asymmetry~Y! coefficients were

FIG. 1. Sample Fourier-transform infrared spectra of the first overtone of
CO at 303 K, perturbed by N2 .
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determined from a plot of the appropriate parameters as a
function of pressure. For CO–N2, small corrections were
applied to correct for departures from ideal behavior at the
higher pressures. The results for CO–CO and CO–N2 are
given in Tables I and II, respectively. The error limits quoted
in the tables are one standard deviation. The CO–N2 results
were corrected for self-broadening and shifting.

For CO–CO, the results are plotted in Fig. 2, along with
previous measurements near room temperature. For the
broadening coefficients,g, we see there is general agreement
between the various measurements2–4 at low values of the
line number,m. For values ofumu.5 the present results are
systematically slightly lower than all of the previous mea-
surements. For the shifts,d, the most recent measurements of
Bouanich and co-workers3,6 are in agreement with our more

precise values but our measurements are more extensive. To
the best of our knowledge there are no previous direct mea-
surements of the CO–CO~assumed! weak mixing or
Rosenkranz18 coefficients for this band.

The results for CO–N2 are plotted in Fig. 3 and com-
pared with previous measurements. For the broadening coef-
ficients the earlier measurements of Bouanich and Brodbeck3

are higher than ours in the region ofm equal to 7~only theR
branch values are plotted!. The results of James and Plyler1

are systematically lower, while the recent results of Voigt
et al.5 are essentially in agreement with our more precise
values. For the shifts, the measurements of Bouanichet al.6

are in agreement with our more precise and more numerous
measurements. Once again, there are no previous measure-
ments of the~assumed! weak mixing coefficients. This com-
pletes the summary of the experimental results. In the next
section we outline the theories used to analyze the measure-
ments.

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Within the usual semiclassical framework, the colli-
sional half-width,g, and frequency shift,d, of an isolated,
pressure broadened transition are given by,

g1 id5
n

2pc (
J

rJE
0

`

u f~u!duE
0

`

2pbdbS~b,u,J!, ~1!

wheren is the number density of the perturber gas,f (u) is
the Maxwellian distribution in the relative speed,u, of the
absorber-perturber collision pair,rJ is the relative population
of the perturber in theuJ,v50& state,S is the complex dif-
ferential cross section representing the collisional efficiency,
andb is the impact parameter. Of course Eq.~1! is not cor-
rect if speed dependence of the active molecule is important.
We ignore this subtlety here. Furthermore, performing the
calculations only at the mean relative velocity^u& leads to
small errors, an insignificant price to pay for a large reduc-
tion in computer time.19 Performing the two integrations
separately allows the first to be replaced by^u& and the
complex differential cross section to be written as
S(b,^u&,J) or, in condensed notation, asSb(b)1 iSs(b).
Within the RB formalism,8 the differential broadening and
shifting cross sectionsSb(b) and Ss(b), respectively, are
given by,

Sb~b!512exp@ReS2
aniso#3cos@ Im S2

aniso1S1
iso# ~2!

and

Ss~b!5exp@ReS2
aniso#3sin@ Im S2

aniso1S1
iso#, ~3!

where Re(S2
aniso) is derived from the anisotropic part of the

potential and represents the real part of the second-order per-
turbation expansion ofS(b) in powers of the interaction.
Im(S2

aniso) is nonzero because of the noncommutative charac-
ter of the interaction at two different times.S1

iso, a real quan-
tity, is the vibrational phase shift arising from the difference
in the isotropic part of the potential,Viso, between the initial
and final state of the transition. The trajectory model used in
this work includes the influence ofViso @taken as a Lennard-
Jones~LJ! potential# in the equation of motion around the

TABLE I. Line broadening, shifting, and asymmetry coefficients in the
2←0 band of pure CO at 296 K as a function ofm.

m

g
Voigt model

@1023 cm21 atm21#
d(m)

@1023 cm21 atm21#
Y(m)

@1023 atm21#

220 53.60~49! 25.48~55! 3.8~7!
219 54.10~32! 25.35~44! 2.8~6!
218 55.60~38! 25.50~37! 1.1~4!
217 57.10~21! 25.15~31! 2.0~4!
216 58.20~20! 25.31~27! 20.3~5!
215 59.10~16! 25.31~25! 22.0~4!
214 60.20~13! 24.95~22! 21.5~4!
213 61.60~11! 24.93~20! 23.7~4!
212 62.00~9! 24.72~19! 0.2~4!
211 62.90~9! 24.87~18! 0.1~3!
210 63.90~8! 24.77~18! 21.5~4!

29 64.80~7! 24.73~17! 22.4~4!
28 65.90~7! 24.64~17! 22.2~4!
27 67.10~7! 24.55~16! 22.8~3!
26 69.00~8! 24.36~16! 24.1~4!
25 71.20~7! 24.14~16! 24.6~7!
24 73.90~9! 23.63~16! 25.2~5!
23 77.60~12! 23.33~18! 27.3~5!
22 81.60~19! 22.73~21! 28.7~3!
21 87.40~43! 22.50~35! 29.1~6!

1 87.30~33! 22.26~32! 8.1~5!
2 81.90~16! 22.99~20! 4.5~5!
3 77.50~10! 23.26~16! 3.3~3!
4 73.80~7! 23.34~14! 0.4~5!
5 71.10~6! 23.55~14! 20.2~4!
6 68.60~5! 23.71~14! 22.5~4!
7 67.10~5! 23.83~14! 22.9~3!
8 65.70~5! 23.79~13! 23.3~4!
9 64.70~6! 23.75~13! 23.6~4!

10 63.60~5! 23.90~13! 23.2~5!
11 62.60~5! 23.81~13! 25.2~3!
12 61.60~6! 24.00~14! 23.1~6!
13 60.60~6! 24.11~15! 24.2~6!
14 59.60~7! 24.27~16! 25.9~5!
15 58.50~7! 24.23~16! 28.1~6!
16 57.50~16! 24.44~18! 25.9~5!
17 56.20~11! 24.35~19! 27.2~5!
18 55.70~14! 24.51~22! 27.4~4!
19 54.30~17! 24.65~25! 28.2~5!
20 53.00~23! 24.81~30! 29.1~5!
21 52.00~28! 24.70~36! 211.7~6!
22 51.50~34! 25.38~47! 211.0~7!
23 50.20~42! 24.73~58! 212.3~5!
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distance of closest approach. Note in Eqs.~1!–~3! we have
suppressed subscripts indicating the initial and final states of
the radiator while in Eqs.~2! and ~3! we have also sup-
pressed the quantum state of the perturber. Details of a typi-
cal calculation are given in Refs. 20 and 21.

Several forms of the intermolecular potential were used
in the RB calculations. The first intermolecular potential,V1 ,
consists of the sum of electrostatic interactions,Vc , and the
Tipping–Herman22 potential,VTH . The most complete elec-
trostatic potential used includes the dipole~m!, quadrupole
~Q!, octopole~V!, and hexadecapole~F! electrostatic mo-
ments of molecules and can be written in the form,

Vc5(
a

(
b

Vab , ~4!

where for the active molecule~CO! a runs overm, Q, V, and
F. In the case of N2 as the perturber,b is limited toQ andF.
For CO–CO there are a total of 16 terms.

The VTH potential is represented by a three-term expan-
sion in Legendre polynomials as

VTH~r ,u!54eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G124eS d

s D F2S s

r D 13

2S s

r D 7G
3P1~cosu!14egF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6GP2~cosu!,

~5!

wheree ands are the Lennard-Jones parameters,r the inter-
molecular distance,u the angle between the molecular axis
of CO and the intermolecular axis, andd is the separation of

TABLE II. Line broadening, shifting, and asymmetry coefficients in the 2←0 band of CO:N2 at 303 K as a
function of m.

m

g
Lorentz model

@1023 cm21 atm21#

g
HCv model

@1023 cm21 atm21#
d(m)

@1023 cm21 atm21#
Y(m)

@1023 atm21#

221 50.11~22! 50.60~25! 25.08~14! 1.0~7!
220 51.27~20! 51.52~20! 25.05~16! 1.0~6!
219 52.00~14! 52.41~15! 25.06~12! 0.8~4!
218 52.62~18! 53.29~16! 25.16~10! 20.4~4!
217 53.55~10! 54.14~11! 25.11~8! 21.7~5!
216 54.34~7! 54.96~8! 25.05~8! 20.4~4!
215 54.92~6! 55.74~7! 25.11~7! 21.1~4!
214 56.07~7! 56.50~8! 25.10~8! 22.1~4!
213 56.66~4! 57.23~4! 25.00~7! 22.0~4!
212 57.67~4! 57.94~5! 24.89~9! 21.4~3!
211 58.34~4! 58.65~4! 24.69~6! 22.6~4!
210 59.11~3! 59.39~4! 24.69~6! 22.5~4!

29 59.70~3! 60.19~3! 24.58~5! 22.8~4!
28 60.43~3! 61.11~4! 24.49~7! 23.2~3!
27 61.49~3! 62.25~3! 24.17~7! 23.6~4!
26 62.98~3! 63.73~3! 23.98~8! 24.6~7!
25 65.07~3! 65.74~3! 23.80~9! 26.7~5!
24 67.69~4! 68.49~5! 23.56~10! 27.1~5!
23 71.11~6! 72.11~5! 23.36~10! 28.4~3!
22 75.08~10! 75.64~11! 22.82~11! 210.7~6!
21 80.03~11! 81.03~10! 23.16~10! 5.6~5!

1 79.85~9! 81.05~8! 23.33~9! 4.7~5!
2 75.04~7! 75.61~6! 23.49~8! 2.7~3!
3 71.16~4! 72.12~5! 23.68~7! 0.9~5!
4 67.79~5! 68.41~4! 23.67~8! 20.6~4!
5 65.15~3! 65.50~4! 23.70~6! 21.6~4!
6 63.02~4! 63.38~4! 23.69~7! 22.2~3!
7 61.29~3! 61.84~3! 23.64~9! 22.8~4!
8 60.66~3! 60.69~3! 23.69~9! 23.3~4!
9 59.61~2! 59.79~3! 23.72~9! 23.7~5!

10 58.55~3! 59.02~2! 23.71~19! 24.3~3!
11 57.96~2! 58.32~2! 23.76~7! 25.7~6!
12 57.49~3! 57.63~3! 23.78~7! 26.1~6!
13 56.48~3! 56.94~3! 23.81~10! 26.6~5!
14 55.48~3! 56.23~3! 23.91~10! 26.9~6!
15 54.96~3! 55.48~4! 23.97~10! 28.0~5!
16 54.32~4! 54.70~4! 24.10~10! 28.4~5!
17 53.62~5! 53.89~5! 24.29~13! 29.8~4!
18 52.68~6! 53.04~6! 24.33~15! 211.0~5!
19 51.61~7! 52.16~7! 24.40~17! 211.8~5!
20 50.77~8! 51.27~8! 24.59~16! 213.0~6!
21 49.91~8! 50.36~9! 24.75~15! 212.8~6!
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the center of charge from the center of mass of CO. The
reduced polarizability anisotropy of CO is defined asg
5(a i2a')/(a i12a'). The isotropic part ofVTH can be
written as,

Viso5
C12

r 12
2

C6

r 6
with C1254es12 and C654es6, ~6!

where thee and s are molecule–molecular LJ parameters.
Note that the vibrational dependence of the coefficients leads
to contributions,DC6 andDC12, to S1

iso.
The second potential,V2 , involves, in addition to the

electrostatic potential, an atom–atom potential23 based on
elementary site–site LJ interactions between all the atoms,i,
of the active molecule and all the atoms,j, of the perturber
and written in the form,

Vss5(
i , j

4« i j F S s i j

r i j
D 12

2S s i j

r i j
D 6G , ~7!

where thee ands are atom–atom LJ parameters. The atom–
atom potential used inV2 is obtained fromVss by expressing
it as a potential of the form,

Vaa5 (
l 1 ,l 2 ,m

Ul 1 ,l 2 ,m~r !Yl 1m~u1 ,f1!Yl 22m~u2 ,f2!, ~8!

whereu1 , f1 andu2 , f2 are the orientations of molecules 1
and 2 with respect to the line joining the centers of mass of
the two molecules. As in Refs. 8 and 21, the series is trun-

cated atl 11 l 254. The radial functions are themselves ex-
panded in inverse powers of the separation of the centers of
mass, expressed as a sum of LJ potentials. In general, the
terms retained are LJ~6,12!, LJ~8,14!, and LJ~10,16!. Below,
a further approximation is made forU000.

The values of the potential parameters used in the calcu-
lations were all taken from other sources, i.e., they were not
adjusted to fit the present experimental results. The molecu-
lar, as opposed to the site–site, LJ parameters are needed
both to determine the trajectory around the distance of clos-
est approach and in the Tipping–Herman potential. For
CO–CO the values were taken from Hirschfelder, Curtis,
and Bird.24 The CO–N2 parameters were obtained using the
usual combination rules and the LJ parameters of CO–CO
and the revised LJ N2–N2 values from Ref. 25. The value of
d, the separation of the CO center of charge and center of
mass, was taken from Friedmann,26 while the value of the
dimensionless anisotropy of the polarizability was taken
from the compilation~Table D.3! of Gray and Gubbins.27

We have used a value of 0.089. The experimental values of
0.1098 D28 and 22.0 DÅ,29 were used for the dipole and
quadrupole moment of CO. For the higher moments we have
used the theoretical values,30 V52.56 DÅ2 and F523.40
DÅ3, respectively. The odd multipole moments of N2 are
zero. ForQ we have used the value of Flygare and Benson31

~21.40 DÅ! and for F we have used the value of Stone
et al.32 ~23.40 DÅ3!. The numerical values of the atom–
atom potential were computed using the site–site LJ param-

FIG. 2. ~a! A comparison of experimental self-broadening coefficients,g,
for the first overtone of CO.~b! A comparison of the self-shifting coeffi-
cients,d, of the first overtone spectrum of CO.~c! Weak mixing coefficients,
Y, for the first overtone of CO.

FIG. 3. ~a! A comparison of experimental N2-broadening coefficients,g, for
the first overtone of CO.~b! A comparison of the N2-shifting coefficients,d,
of the first overtone spectrum of CO.~c! N2 weak mixing coefficients,Y, for
the first overtone of CO.
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eters of Bouanich.33 Since the code for the trajectory is writ-
ten in terms of a LJ potential, the isotropic part of the atom–
atom interaction,U000(r ), was fitted to an LJ(6,n) form,
wheren is not necessarily an integer. The fitted values ofn,
s, and e for CO–CO are 14.6, 3.6529 Å, and 91.104 K,
respectively. The corresponding numbers for CO–N2 are
14.4, 3.6851 Å and 85.361 K. The molecular constants can
be taken from Herzberg34 or Reuteret al.35 or they may be
determined from the Dunning parameters of Georgeet al.36

All of the above constants have been determined indepen-
dently of measurements of the broadening and shifting of the
spectral lines.

The isotropic LJ potentials depend upon the CO internu-
clear separation. It is the difference between the vibrational
matrix elements of the potential that leads to theDC6 /C6

and DC12/C12 or DCn /Cn contributions to the shift. These
quantities are not known independent of the shifts. They
have been fitted from previous measurements of shifts in the
fundamental37 and the first overtone6 of CO perturbed by CO
or N2 . The presently accepted value ofDC6 /C6 is 0.009 for
the 2←0 band and the ratioy5(DCn /Cn)/(DC6 /C6) ~for
n512 or n;14– 15! is 1.6.

We have also considered two other potentialsV18 andV28
formed by dropping the terms inV1 andV2 that involve the
octopole and hexadecapole from the electrostatic potential.
For CO–CO,Ve contains the weak dipole–dipole and the
weak quadrupole–dipole interactions. For both CO–CO and
CO–N2, Ve contains the strong quadrupole–quadrupole in-
teraction and the weak dipole–quadrupole interaction.

Using these potentials the broadening and shifting coef-
ficients for CO–CO at 296 K and CO–N2 at 303 K were
computed by including the contributions from perturbing
molecules in the fundamental vibrational state withJ values
up to 42 for CO and 41 for N2 each weighted by the Boltz-
mann factor and the nuclear spin factor~1 for CO and
@(21)J213#/2 for N2!. The results will be presented below.

One drawback to using the RB formalism is that it has
not been formulated to account for line mixing, being re-
stricted to the diagonal elements of the relaxation matrix.
The ECS formalism does allow us to treat mixing. While it is
not cast in terms of the molecular interaction, it has a sound
theoretical base. Its strength lies in its ability to model broad-
ening and mixing for an entire absorption spectrum with only
a few parameters. Its weakness is that shifting must be in-
serted ‘‘by hand.’’ This is not a serious drawback as shifting
is weak in the present case.

It is well known18 that the mixing coefficients describing
the asymmetric component of weakly overlapping lines are
linear functions of the off-diagonal elements of the relax-
ation matrix. Here we summarize the ECS model for the
relaxation matrix. Leti represent the quantum numbers in the
initial state andf those in the final state of a transition. Here
i 5( j i ,v i50) andf 5( j f ,v f52). The off-diagonal elements
of the relaxation matrixW( i f ← i 8 f 8)38 are related to gener-
alized cross sections,s( i f ← i 8 f 8), by,

W~ i f ← i 8 f 8!5
n^u&
2pc

s~ i f ← i 8 f 8!, ~9!

where, to repeat,n is the number density of perturbers and
^u& is the mean relative velocity.

In several significant papers, Goldfamet al.39,40 and
Green41 showed, by starting with the close coupled formal-
ism and making a sudden approximation, that the generalized
cross sections, for the interaction of a rigid spherical top
molecule and an atomic perturber, may be written in the
form,

s
j i j f , j

i8 j
f8

l i l f 5S @ j i8#

@ j i #
D 1/2

(
L

@L#F
j i j f , j

i8 j
f8

l i l f L QL , ~10!

wherel i , l f , the angular momenta along the symmetry axis,
are zero for a linear molecule like CO.F, a combination of
3 j and 6j symbols, is a ‘‘spectroscopic coefficient’’ contain-
ing the geometry of the interaction with the field and the
interaction potential and theQ’s are dynamical factors or
effectively reduced cross sections that contain the intrinsic
collisional dynamics. Throughout this section,@x# means
(2x11). In an approximate but clever boot-strap calcula-
tion, de Pristoet al.42 removed the sudden restriction from
Eq. ~10!. This introduces adiabaticity factors,V. The ECS
model invokes the rigid-rotor version of the general result, in
which case theQL become the rate of population transfer
from the rotational stateL to the ground rotational state.
Temkinet al.43 expanded the 6j symbols in terms of 3j sym-
bols, writing the generalized cross section as

s
j i j f , j

i8 j
f8

l i l f 5~21! j f1 j f8~@ j f #@ j f8# !1/2

3(
l

S j i 1 j f

l 1 l f 2 l 2 l f
D

3S j i8 1 j f8

l 1 l f 2 l 2 l f
DG

j i f i8

l i l f1 l
, ~11!

where the 1 in the 3j symbols arises because we are consid-
ering dipole absorption. In the case of diatomic molecules,
the index,l, can only take on values of 0 and 1. The state-
to-state cross sections,G, contain theQL’s. It is at this level
that the adiabaticity factors are introduced and the rates gen-
eralized to include the diagonal elements of the relaxation
matrix. This leads to the following expression9,44 for the ba-
sic cross sections,

G j i j i8
0l

5t j
21d j j 81S r j .

r j
DV j .@ j ,#~21! l

3 (
LÞ0

@L#S j i L j i8

0 0 0
D S j i L j i8

l 0 2 l
DQLVL

21, ~12!

where j ,( j .) is the smallest~largest! value of the pair
( j i , j i8). The populations,r, are introduced in a manner that
guarantees detailed balance. The adiabaticity factors,V, are
given by,

V j5S 11
Dv j

2l c
2

24̂ u&2D 22

, ~13!

where Dv j is the energy spacing between the rotational
states~j . , j , or L! and the next lower rotational state to
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which an inelastic collisional transition may occur. Finally,
l c is a scaling length that is related to the finite duration of a
collision.

The basic ratesQL are given by the gap law

QL5A~EL /B!2a exp~2bEL /kT!, ~14!

where EL is the rotational energy of levelL(Þ0), B the
rotational constant, andA, a, andb are constants.

Since Eq.~12! guarantees detailed balance for the off-
diagonal elements of the relaxation matrix, the linear rela-
tionship between the weak mixing coefficients,Y, and the
elements ofW becomes,

Yi f 522(
di 8 f 8W~ i f ← i 8 f 8!

di f ~y i 8 f 82y i f !
, ~15!

where they’s indicate the transition frequencies and the sum
is over the lines (i 8→ f 8). It is common practice to label the
line of interest, (i→ f ) by l and the interfering line (i 8
→ f 8) by k. Thus the sum in Eq.~14! is over k, W may be
labeledW1k , and the frequency difference written as (nk

2n l). There are a variety of methods of fixing the param-
eters of the ECS model (A,b,a,l c). Below, we fix the pa-
rameters by fitting the measured broadening coefficients.
This does not introduce additional variables~t j ’s!, since they
are fixed in terms of the other ECS parameters44 by a sum
rule @see Eqs.~5!, ~7!, and~8! in Ref. 9#.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND CALCULATIONS

Broadening coefficients, g

First we compare the RB calculations of the broadening
coefficients with the measured values. Experimentally, the
broadening coefficients are symmetric in the line numberm.
This is consistent with the calculations Im(S2

aniso) being
small. The results for CO–CO, calculated withV1 andV18 ,
are shown in Fig. 4~a!. ForV2 andV28 they are shown in Fig.
4~b!. The corresponding comparison between calculated and
measured broadening coefficients for CO–N2 are found in
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. All potentials yield results that are in
semiquantitative agreement with the measured values. The
figures would appear to indicate a preference for the poten-
tials built around the Tipping–Herman potential~V1 andV18!
over those built around atom–atom potential~V2 and V28!.
However, in a recent article,45 Bruet et al. have shown that
RB semiclassical~SC! calculations, for a given potential,
yield broadening coefficients that may be in error by some
10% when compared with coupled state~CS! calculations.
The latter are themselves known to reproduce the full close
coupled~CC! calculations within about 1%. There are two
aspects to this theoretical disagreement. One has to do with
the validity of a semiclassical theory itself and the second
with the fact that the RB formalism does not give an exact
solution to the semiclassical problem. For heavy particles the
second difficulty is probably the most serious. Nevertheless,
without performing a coupled state calculation or an exact
semiclassical calculation~with our potentials! it is not pos-
sible to separate the contribution to the widths of~i! errors in
the potentials from~ii ! the bias in the RB calculations. This
is not a serious problem for atmospheric work. The complex-

ity of modeling atmospheric absorption precludes any theo-
retical calculations of the broadening and shifting. These pa-
rameters are always measured but never over the complete
range of variables encountered in the atmosphere. The main
advantage of the RB formalism for atmospheric work comes
from the fact that it gives broadening coefficients that are
semiquantitative~provided we have a reasonable potential!
and it is easy to implement. Therefore it can be used to
establish scaling rules that permit one to extrapolate experi-
mental results to other regions of parameter space~pressure,
temperature, composition!. A prime example of a tempera-
ture scaling rule is that of Bonamyet al.46

We note, for a given potential, that the level of discrep-
ancy is not the same for CO–CO as for CO–N2. Since the
dominant source of the broadening is the quadrupolar inter-
action, we are led to suspect that the relative value of the
quadrupole moment for CO and N2, that we have used is in
error. An absolute value for the quadrupole of CO less than
or equal to 1.8 DÅ, accompanied by an absolute value for the
quadrupole moment of N2 larger or equal to 1.5 DÅ, will
bring the calculated broadening coefficients for CO–CO and
CO–N2 to the same satisfactory level of agreement with the
experimental values. Such values for the quadrupole moment
of CO lie outside of the range of values recently reported in
the literature.27

FIG. 4. CO–CO broadening coefficients for CO lines in the 2←0 band at
296 K. The triangles with error bars represent the experimental values ob-
tained in this work. The curves in~a! represent the calculated results derived
from the potentials involving the Tipping–Herman potential, those in~b!
involve the atom–atom potential. Dashed curves forV1 or V2 , solid lines
for V18 or V28 .
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Shifting coefficients, g

Calculations show that the shifts are insensitive to inclu-
sion of the higher order anisotropic electrostatic interactions.
Therefore we compare the measured shifts with those calcu-
lated usingV18 and V28 . As shown earlier,47 there is an ad-
vantage in comparing the parts of the shifts symmetric and
antisymmetric inm rather than the total shifts. The reason for
this can be found in the RB formalism. In Eq.~3!, S1

iso is
symmetric and Im(S2

aniso) is antisymmetric in the line num-
ber, m. Furthermore, if the exponential and the sine are ex-
panded then there is a first-order term,S1

iso, that contributes
to the shift. The latter varies directly withDC6 andDC12 or
DCn . The terms inS2

anisoare independent of theC’s, depend-
ing only on the anisotropic part of the potential. Experimen-
tal values of the symmetric and asymmetric components of
the shifts~for each value of the line number,m! are readily
constructed fromds(m)5@d(m)1d(2m)#/2 and da(m)
5@d(m)2d(2m)#/2, respectively.

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show a comparison of the experi-
mental and calculated symmetric components of the shift.
Overall, for both CO–CO and CO–N2, the calculated values
of ds are in semiquantitative agreement with the measured
values. For CO–N2, the symmetric part of the shift calcu-
lated withV18 is in excellent agreement with the experimental
values. Above, we indicated for the broadening that one does

not expect the SC theory of RB to yield the exact CC results.
It is probably safe to say, for the present systems, that the
main problem lies not in the fact that the RB theory is semi-
classical, but rather in the fact that it is an approximate so-
lution to the full SC theory. It fails, as do most other SC
calculations, to respect the lack of commutivity of the inter-
action at different times to all orders of the interaction. The
question of commutivity only arises at the second or higher
order. Thus we expect the mean shift~shift of the overtone
vibrational frequency! to be well determined in the RB cal-
culation since it is small and arises from the first-order term
S1 . Of course, we mean it will be well determined provided
the vibrational dependence of the isotropic component of the
potential is well known. We could then legitimately vary
DC6 and DC12 to move the calculated values ofds , up or
down overall, in order to bring the calculated component of
the symmetric part of the shift into closer agreement with the
measured values. This we do not do since the two contribu-
tions to the shift of the vibrational frequency have opposite
signs and a different temperature dependence, and thus a
better approach to determining the vibrational dependence
would be to fit measurements over a wide range of tempera-
ture.

The variation ofds with line number that is apparent in
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, arises from the real part ofS2

aniso. The
potential appears to lead to a variation withm that is closer
to the experimental results. This is surprising, given that one
of the main reasons for introducing an atom–atom descrip-
tion of the interaction was to improve the short-range aniso-
tropic potential. The question of lack of commutivity does
not arise in determining the real part ofS2

aniso.
Now consider that part of the shift that is antisymmetric

in line number. In the RB form of the SC theory,da is
nonzero because the imaginary part ofS2

aniso is nonzero. The

FIG. 5. CO–N2 broadening coefficients for CO lines in the 2←0 band at
303 K. The triangles with error bars represent the experimental values ob-
tained in this work. The curves in~a! represent the calculated results derived
from the potentials involving the Tipping–Herman potential, those in~b!
involve the atom–atom potential. Dashed curves forV1 or V2 , solid lines
for V18 or V28 .

FIG. 6. Symmetric components~ds! of the line shifts for~a! CO–CO and
~b! CO–N2 in the 2←0 band at 296 K. The circles were derived from the
experimental data of the line shifts. The curves represent the theoretical
results derived from the potentials in which the electric multipole moments
higher than the quadrupole were omitted. Solid curve forV18 , dashed curve
for V28 .
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experimental and calculated values of the shift antisymmetric
in m are shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! for CO–CO and
CO–N2, respectively. Here we see that the experimental and
calculated values differ qualitatively. In Ref. 47 the discrep-
ancy is ascribed to the fact that the RB formalism does not
go to high enough order, while still accounting for the lack
of commutivity. It is known that the approximate~commu-
tivity assumed! but infinite order theory of Smithet al.48 can
lead to a significant value ofda .49 However, in some unpub-
lished work on CO–Ar we have shown that the theory of
Smithet al. is not sufficient, alone, to explain the qualitative
features of Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!. This indicates the semiclas-
sical theory must be kept exact to orders higher than the
second.

Asymmetry coefficients, Y

As pointed out above, the RB formalism has not been
extended to include line mixing. On the other hand, the ECS
model captures line broadening and mixing and is well suited
to modeling atmospheric absorption. Within the ECS model,
line shifting must be inserted ‘‘by hand.’’ In order to com-
pare ECS calculations of weak mixing coefficients and our
asymmetry coefficients, we need the ECS parameters. To
determine the parameters, we can either determine them
from fitting high pressure, strong mixing profiles from other
experiments or we can fix the parameters using the present
broadening coefficients. For CO–CO, the ECS parameters,
A, a, b, andl c , as determined from both methods, are 8.695
~10.94! 1023 cm21 atm21, 3.924 50 ~2.7384!, 0.000
~0.1816!, and 0.180~0.240! Å, respectively, where the quan-
tities in brackets refer to values obtained from spectra at high
pressures.10 The unbracketed results were determined from
the present measured broadening cofficients. The corre-
sponding values for CO–N2 are 8.751 ~4.117!

1023 cm21 atm21, 4.409~1.7889!, 0.000~0.0046! and 0.153
~0.330! Å. Actually, the parameters in brackets for CO–N2

are values derived from fitting calculated broadening coeffi-
cients which, as previously shown,10 leads to spectra that
reproduce the experimental curves at high pressures. We can
thus consider them to being equivalent to values derived
from fitting directly the curves at high pressure. We see that
the two sets of ECS parameters are much closer for CO–CO
than for CO–N2. In all cases, we have followed Bouanich
et al.10 and taken the nearest state to which an inelastic tran-
sition may occur to differ in rotational quantum number by 2.

As might have been noted earlier, there is little differ-
ence between the broadening measured in theP and R
branch. Near equality of the two is built into the ECS model.
In Fig. 8, we show by a solid line the ECS fitted values,
along with the average of the measured values of theP andR
branch, as a function of the absolute value of the line num-
ber, m. The fit is reasonable for both CO–CO and CO–N2.
On the other hand, the value of the broadening coefficients as
predicted using ECS parameters determined from high pres-
sure data10 is relatively poor for the case of CO–N2. It has
already been implied10 that it is not possible in this case to
find ECS parameters that describe equally well both broad-
ening coefficients and spectra in the strong mixing limit.

In Fig. 9 we compare the measured asymmetry coeffi-
cients with the line mixing coefficients calculated using the
ECS parameters as determined from the broadening~solid

FIG. 7. Antisymmetric components~da! of the line shifts for~a! CO–CO
and ~b! CO–N2 in the 2←0 band at 303 K. The circles were derived from
the experimental data of the line shifts. The curves represent the theoretical
results derived from the potentials in which electric multipole moments
higher than the quadrupole are omitted. Solid curve forV18 , dashed curve
for V28 .

FIG. 8. A comparison of experimental broadening coefficients~circles! and
values fitted to the ECS model~solid line!. The dashed line shows the
broadening coefficients as calculated using ECS parameters derived from
fitting high pressure band profiles.
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line! and as determined using the profiles in the strong mix-
ing limit ~dashed line!. Consider first the calculated values.
In the case of CO–CO the two calculated values are in close
agreement. Perhaps surprising is the fact that the two calcu-
lated curves are relatively close also for CO–N2, with a
measurable difference occurring only at very low and very
high values ofm. Given that the calculated mixing param-
eters appear to be relatively insensitive to the values of the
ECS parameters, it is safe to conclude that the calculated
mixing coefficients should be close to the experimental val-
ues, provided the asymmetries arise purely from line mixing.
However, the measured asymmetries are only qualitatively in
agreement with the calculated values. The disagreement be-
tween the calculated and the measured values of the asym-
metry parameters is well outside the experimental~random!
error as reported by the fitting routine. We conclude that the
measured asymmetries arise only in part from line mixing.

Besides the quantitative disagreement between the mea-
sured asymmetries and the calculated line mixing coefficient,
there are other signs that the measured asymmetries are not
to be ascribed solely to line mixing. If we ignore speed-
dependent effects then we expect line mixing to be primarily
within a branch, with interbranch~P andR! mixing appear-
ing only at low values of line number@see the dependence on
frequency separation in Eq.~14!#. With or without inter-
branch mixing we expect the mixing in the two branches to
be almost the same in magnitude but opposite in sign~the

lines are approximately equally spaced but the frequency fac-
tors are reversed between theP and R branch!. Neither of
these expectations is realized for the experimental values. If
S(m) is the line strength then the sum rule,50 ( S(m)Y(m)
50, requires the mixing coefficients to pass through zero
near or at the center of gravity of a branch, i.e., nearumu
57. The experimental values do not exhibit this property. In
fact, numerically, the sum rule is strongly violated by the
measured asymmetries. It seems inescapable to reach the
conclusion that the measured asymmetries arise both from
line mixing and other sources of line asymmetries. On the
positive side, the results indicate that it may be possible to
use the ECS model to estimate the line mixing asymmetry
and remove it from the measured quantity, thus isolating the
other contributions to line asymmetries.

One other source of asymmetries is the speed depen-
dence of the relaxation. The reason for fitting the profiles
with HCv was to allow for speed-dependent broadening
which is known to exist, both from the present experiment
and previous experiments.14 What is not ruled out is the pos-
sibility of having a speed-dependent broadening~without an
asymmetry! for an isolated line and to have additional asym-
metric speed-dependent effects in line mixing. As pointed
out by May,38 the various relaxation rates appearing in the
master dynamical equation for the off-diagonal elements of
the density matrix may be classified as optical coherence
changing, velocity changing, and a combination of both. He
labeled the latter as type III and these are the source of sta-
tistical correlation between the relaxation of the components
of the optical coherence and the velocity components. Being
off-diagonal in the component of the optical coherence
~line!, we can then reason that the effects of statistical cor-
relation will appear in line mixing and grow with pressure.

It is well known that the finite duration of collision also
produces line asymmetries that grow with density.51 In a
recent article, Boissoleset al.52 discussed asymmetries in
HF–Ar that may arise from speed-dependent shifting and the
finite duration of collision. Intuitively one expects the effects
of the finite duration of collision to be line independent and
thus to shift all of the measured asymmetries in one direc-
tion. There is some evidence for this in the present experi-
ment since all of the measured asymmetry parameters are
lower than those calculated using an ECS model for line
mixing. Clearly there are several sources of line asymmetries
in CO, self-perturbed or perturbed by N2. Unraveling the
different contributions will require a full calculation of the
profile with a well-established potential. Since the intrinsic
dynamical equation38 is even more complicated than the
well-known Boltzmann equation, it can only be solved nu-
merically. However, a prudent ‘‘first step’’ would be an in-
dependent measurement of the mixing coefficients in this
overtone band. The results reported here are at variance with
those reported earlier for the fundamental band.53

CONCLUSION

We have measured the line broadening, shifting, and
asymmetry coefficients in pure CO and in CO–N2, both near
room temperature. These parameters are required for remote
sensing of the atmosphere and as such must be known over a

FIG. 9. A comparison of experimental weak mixing coefficients~circles!
and values calculated using ECS parameters derived from fitting the broad-
ening coefficients~solid line! or calculated using ECS parameters derived
from fitting high pressure band profiles~dashed line!.
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range of pressures and temperature. We have shown that the
broadening and the major part of the shifting are in qualita-
tive agreement with the semiclassical calculations of Robert
and Bonamy. Thus the theory may be used to establish scal-
ing rules for these parameters. The shifts, asymmetric in line
number, are in qualitative disagreement with the RB formal-
ism as were the ECS calculations of weak mixing coeffi-
cients. In all cases the sources or possible sources of the
discrepancies between the measured and calculated coeffi-
cients were discussed. In particular, it is argued that the line
asymmetries are not due to line mixing alone.
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